
BEFORE THE MEMBE& MOTOR ACCIDENT CLATMS

TRIBUNAL, TINSUKIA:: :: :: ASSAM

Present:- Sri Dipankar Bora,

Member, MAC|

Tinsukia

M.A.C.T. Case No. 11of 2020

1 Smti Reena Devi,

Wo Late Sunil Kr. Sah.

Sri Krishna Kumar Sah.

Miss Simran Kumari.

Sri Mayak Sah.

Smti Mina Devi,

Wo Sri Deep Narayan Sah.

Sri Deep Narayan Sah,

S/o Late Triveni Sah.

Claimant Nos.2 to 4 are the sons and daughter

of Late Sunil Kr, Sah and are minors, being

represented by their mother and natural

guardian Smti Reena Devi, the claimant No.1.

All are residents of Allu Patty @ Abdul Patty,

P.O. & P.S. Doomdooma,

District: Tinsukia (Assam)..............C|aimants

- Versus -
Smti Purnima Medhi,

W/o Late Kumudh Medhi,

R/o Azad Road, P.O. & P.S. Doomdooma,
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District: Tinsukia (Assam)

(Owner of the bus bearing No.AS-23-BC-4975)

Sri Safikul Ali,

S/o Md. U. Ali,

R/o Doomdooma Pathar Gaon,

P.O. & P.S. Doomdooma,

District: Tinsukia (Assam)

(Driver of the bus bearing No.AS-23-BC-4975)

New India Assurance Co. Ltd.,

Represented by its Divisional Manager,

Having its office at Rangagora Road,

Plaza Complex, Second floor,

P.O., P.S. & Dist. Tinsukia, Assam

(Insurer of the bus bearing No,AS-23-BC-4975)

.........Opposite Parties

Sri D.K. Gupta & P. Choudhury,

Advocates For the Claimants

Sri G. Chakraborty,

Advocate For the O.P. No.3

2

3

Appearance:

Date of filing claim petition

Date of recording Evidence

Date of Argument

Date of Judgment

27.0t.2020

23.03.2022

&06.04.2022

24.08.2022

22.09.2022
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1. This claim application U/s.166 of the Motor Vehicles Act,

19BB (M.V. Act. in short), is filed by the claimants, claiming

compensation of Rs.50,49,0901- only from the opposite parties,

on account of death of Sunil Kr. Sah, the husband of the

claimant No.l, father of claimant No.2, 3 & 4 and son of the

claimant No.5 & 6 respectively, who died in a motor accident

that took place on 26.8.2019 at about 6.10 p.m, on NH 37,

near Borgolai under Makum police station, involving one bus

bearing registration No. AS-23-BC-4975.

2. The case of the claimants, in brief, is that on 26.8.2019 at

about 6.10 P.M., while Sunil Kr. Sah as pillion rider and Sri

Dinesh Kr. Sah as rider of a motorcycle bearing No.AS-23R-2466

were proceeding from Chotahapjan to Makum, when they

rrived near Borgolai, NH 37, all of a sudden they were knocked

wn by a passenger bus bearing No.AS-23BC-4975, which was

ming from Tinsukia side and proceeding towards Doomdooma

a high speed and rash and negligent manner. As a result,

both the rider and the pillion rider sustained injury. Sunil Kr.

Sah was taken to Tinsukia Civil Hospital and due to deteriorating

condition, on the same day, he was admitted to Sanjivani

Diagnostics & Hospital, Dibrugarh, where he succumbed to his

injuries on 30,8.2019.

JUDGMENT
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3, It is stated that after the accident, Sri Deep Narayan Sah,

the father of the deceased, lodged an ejahar before the Makum

Police Station and same was subsequently registered as Makum

P.S. Case No,157/19 u1s.279133713381427 I.P.C, against the

driver of the offending bus. The deceased received treatment

in the hospital and incurred expenditure of Rs.1,14,090/-. The

deceased was a businessman and used to sell clothes as a

hawker and was earning Rs.20,000/- per month. The claimant

No.1 to 4 were fully dependent upon the income of the

deceased. Hence, the claimants prayed for a compensation of

Rs.50,49,090 l- from the opposite parties.

5. The opposite pafi No.3, New India Assurance Co. Ltd. by

filing written statement took some common pleas that the claim

petition is not maintainable in law and facts as well as, in its
present form and there is no cause of action against the

opposite pafi. The opposite pafi denied all the averments

made in the claim petition of the claimants, except what have

4. During the trial, notices were issued to the opposite

parties. The opposite party No.1 & 2, who are the owner and

driver of the offending bus respectively bearing No. AS-23BC-

4975 did not turn up after service of notice and hence, the case

against them proceeded ex parte. However, the opposite party

, No.3, the insurer of the offending vehicle, appeared before this

Tty,:-Y;":^Iibrnal 
and filed the written statement in order to contest the

'"di*+*"\$cNot' 
'
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^ nl. _8. Upon considering the pleadings of the parties,

-tl1:.; -.oSJf fo*ing issues were framed for adjudication of the case:
rr'.n, gru.s" 7
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been specifically admitted in the written statement. It is further

stated by the opposite party that the claim is highly excessive,

exorbitant and miscalculated and the claim is without any basis

and the claimants are not entitled to any amount, as claimed by

them from the opposite party No.3. Hence, prayed to dismiss

the claim petition with cost.

7. The learned counsel for the O.P. no. 3 submitted that the

accident was result of a head on collision and therefore it should

be held that the accident occurred due to contributory

negligence on the part of the rider of the motor cycle on which

the deceased was travelling.

the

1) Whether Sunil Kumar Sah died in a motor vehicle

accident that occurred on 26.08.2019 as a result of rash

and negligent driving of the vehicle bearing registration

No. AS-23-BC-4975 (Bus)?

2) Whether there was contributory negligence of both

the vehicles involved in the accident i.e. AS-23-BC-4975

(Bus) and AS-23-R-2466 (Motorcycle)?

6. I have heard the arguments from both sides and gone

through the materials on record.
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3) Whether the claimants are entitled to get

compensation? If so, to what extent and from whom?

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF

9. The claimants during trial, examined two witnesses i.e.

claimant No.1 as CWl and one Punit Sah as CW2. CW1

reiterated the same fact, what have been stated in the claim

petition and exhibited certain documents, marked as Ext.1 to

34.

10. CW2 Sri Punit Sah stated in his evidence that on

26.8.2019 at about 6.10 P.M., while Sunil Kr. Sah as pillion rider

and Sri Dinesh Kr. Sah as rider of a motorcycle being No.AS-23-

R-2466 were proceeding from Chotahapjan to Makum and when

they arrived near Borgolai, NH 37, all of a sudden they were

knocked down by a passenger bus being No.AS-23-BC-4975

which was coming from Tinsukia side and proceeding towards

/-ilqtr 9{;poomdooma in a high speed and rash and negligent manner

i.,"!,.,,s"'7 and as a result, both the rider and the pillion rider sustained
.,'a{" .,ir2

,^rpcc{''"1',r:,'{"- injury. Sunil Kr. Sah was taken to Tinsukia Civil Hospital and due

to deteriorating condition, on the same day, he was admitted to

Sanjivani Diagnostic & Hospital, Dibrugarh, wherein he

succumbed to his injuries on 30.8'2019.

ISSUE NO. 1

11. As we scrutinize the evidence on record we find that the

both the CW1 and CW2 have corroborated in their evidence that
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the offending vehicle was at a high speed at the time of the

accident and was coming from the opposite direction of the

motor cycle. The Ext. 1- Form 54 shows that the vehicle As-

23BC 4957 (Star bus) was involved in the accident which was

driven by its driver- OP no. 2 having a valid driving licence with

validity up to 13.03.2021. The CWl has further proved the

Investigation repoft- Ext. 34 of the Investigator of the O.P' no'

3 wherein it is shown that the driving licence of the driver of the

offending vehicle was valid from14'03'2018 to 13'03.2021, i'e',

it was valid on the date of the accident' The O.P. no' 3 has not

assailed on the credibility of the Ext'34' Further the Ext. 3- the

Copy of the chargesheet shows that it was submitted against

the O.P. no. 2- driver of the offending vehicle u/s

279133713381427 lPC. Though the evidence of both these

witnesses show that the offending vehicle hit the motor cycle by

coming from the opposite direction, we find nothing in the cross

of the these witnesses to show that it was a completely a head

",.,5o* 
collision between the two vehicles on the middle of the road.

,z'p.asn and negligence of the driver of the offending vehicle is

established by the evidence of both CW1 and CW2 supported by

theExt.3.Assuch,thefirstissuetakenupfordeterminationis

decided in the affirmative.

rssUEN 2

t2. As noted above, we find that evidence of both the

witnesses show that the offending vehicle hit the motor cycle by

coming from the opposite direction but we find nothing in the

lats9
G\u uY.@

grdd rr€
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cross of these witnesses to show that it was a completely a

head on collision between the two vehicles and that the accident

took place on the middle of the road. Therefore negligence

cannot be attributed to both the vehicles in equal share. Hitting

a vehicle by another vehicle by coming from the opposite

direction on a road would not always draw the presumption that

the accident occurred due to negligence of the drivers of both

the vehicles.

13. As there is no evidence emanating to show that there was

contributory negligence of both the vehicles involved in the

accident i.e. AS-23-BC-4975 (Bus) and AS-23-R-2466

(Motorcycle), more so when the charge sheet has been

submitted against the driver of the Star Bus, this point is

decided in the negative,

ISSUE NO.3

<^)q\fr-.,.,ra Evidence of CW1 and CW2 reveal that claimant no. 1 is
z' ..\ <(v-- 

,, l',,ir,"')fthe wife, claimants no' 2, 3, 4 are minor children of the

,5.J)'.l6.iS deceased while claimant no. 5 is his mother and claimant no. 6
.$d- 

is his father. Being father of the deceased Late Sunil Kumar Sah,

he is not entitled to compensation' Therefore the other

claimants are entitled to receive compensation'

15. Now, the question is what should be the quantum of

compensation and who is liable to pay the compensation'
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16. With regard to the income of the deceased, learned

counsel for the claimants submitted that the deceased was a

hawker of clothes and earned Rs.20,000/- per month.

Countering the submission learned counsel for the insurance

company submitted that the income of the deceased has not

been proved therefore, notional income is to be taken as his

monthly income. Learned counsel for the insurance company

further submitted that the notional income should be in behveen

Rs.5,000/- to Rs.6,000/- per month. Learned counsel for the

claimant on the other hand submitted that Rs.5,000/- to

Rs.6,000/- notional income is in a lower side considering the

soaring rise in prices of essential commodities.

17. Both the sides cited some decisions of the Hon'ble

Supreme Court as well as Hon'ble Gauhati High Court. In one

such case law decided in Syed Sadiq and Ors. -Vs-
I

f,r--"^.,., Divisional Manager, Untied India Ins. Co. Ltd., repofted

llY.i:",.'*St (2014) 2 scc 735, the Apex court took notional income as

';.o1" ,'Rs.6,5ool- while the deceased was a vegetable vendor. In
Lcc\" < .d;u 

-

11$o\'-- another decision decided in Civil Appeal Nos.9078-9O79 of

2017 the Apex Court took the notional income as Rs.5,000/-

while the deceased was a mechanic. So the notional income

varies from case to case.

18. The Hon'ble Gauhati High Court in Sh.C.Pangthuma -

Vs- State of Mizoram & Ors repofted in 2018 (5) GLT

240, took notional income as Rs.5,000/- while the deceased
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was having business of selling shoes. In another decision,

Hon'ble Gauhati High court in Lalengzami and others Vs

Ram Prasad Banik and another repofted in 2Ot7 (3) TAC

433 (Gau) took Rs.7,000/- as notional income when the

deceased was a vegetable seller. As such, the national income is

not fixed and it depends upon the nature, time and

circumstances of each case.

19. So from the judgments as cited above, this Tribunal is of

the view that there is no consistent formula for computing

notional income. In that situation this Tribunal has no other

option but to guess the amount of notional income. There is no

straight jacket formula to ascertain the notional income of the

deceased who was a self employed person. There is no dispute

at the bar that the Tribunal can guess but could not make wild

guess while awarding compensation.

e8.. In this case the claimant no. 1 as PW1 testified that her
lifos'-

.,"husband was a hawker and he earned monthly Rs.20,000/-. The

claimant did not adduce any convincing evidence regarding

income of her deceased husband. Even a certificate from the

Circle Officer, who is a competent authority to issue income

ceftificate, has not been submitted. According to Ext. 7- the

post mortem repoft, the deceased was 38 years. Therefore, in

this case, in absence of any convincing evidence regarding

income and considering the number of dependents of the

deceased in his family, his age and source of income, earning

i$N
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potentiality of the deceased and existing price rise index, this

Tribunal is of the opinion that an amount of Rs.6,000/- can be

accepted as notional income while calculating the compensation.

Accordingly, annual income of the deceased is determined as

Rs.72,OO0/-.

2L, The deceased has left his wife, mother and three minor

children. From the claim petition it is seen that the dependents

are his wife, mother and three minor children. A sum of U4th

will have to be deducted which the victim would have incurred

had he been alive.

23. Therefore, loss of dependency is calculated below:-

Annual income Rs, 72,000/-

Deduction of one-fou rth Rs. 18.000/-

Loss of annual dependency Rs. 54,000/-

Multiolier x15

Loss of total dependency Rs. 8,10,000/-

22. Deceased was 38 years old as per the Post Mortem

Report. Since there is no other document available regarding his

age, the age mentioned in the post mortem report as 38 years

has been accepted. As per Saila Verma's Case reported in
(2OOg) 6 SCC 727 for the age range 36 to 40 multiplier is 15.

4^*- Since deceased is about 38 years the exact multiplier 15 will be

---',.u,,, -.,roi.abnlicable for the purpose of computing the compensation in the

:].rt"'l'r, instant case. Therefore, as per Sarla Verma's Case, the exact
-. 6cG'Pl .,1:i(i'

'c\'' - - ' multiplier 15 has been selected.
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24. In the case of National fnsurance Co. Ltd Vs, Pranay

Sethi and Ors. reported in [ 2O77(73) SCALE 12J the

Hon'ble Supreme Court has held that while determining the

income, for self employed or on fixed salary 40o/o of established

income should be added towards future prospect if the

deceased was below 40 years of age. Considering the status of

deceased as self employed and aged 38 years 40olo of future

prospect has been calculated as Rs.8,10,000/- X 40o/o=

Rs.3124,000/-.

25. In the case of Magma General fnsurance Co' Ltd' Vs'

Nanu Ram @ Chuhru Ram and Ors. Reported in 2078(4)

TAC 945 (SC) the Hon'ble Supreme Court has observed that

the reasonable figures on conventional heads, namely, loss of

estate,lossofconsortiUmandfuneralexpensesshouldbe

Rs.15,000/-, Rs.40,000/- and Rs.15,000/- respectively'

J-,
0 *no\ffi 

?F Accordingly in addition, Rs.40,000/- has been awarded

1'fi.r-*rr)'unO"r the head of loss of consortium, Rs.15r0o0/- has been
,<r " ^ /

"""'o"in,+s 
awarded under loss of estate and Rs.15r00O/- under funeral

expenses.

27. CW1 has proved medical documents showing expenses of

Rs. 1114,09O1'for medical treatment of the deceased and the

same have not been assailed in her cross by the O'P' no' 3' As

such, the claimants are also entitled to the said amount'
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28. Therefore, compensation is calculated below:-

lloss ofdependency

Future prospect at
4Oo/o
lLoss of consonium
Loss of estate
Funerql expentes
Medical expenses

Rs.4140oo/-
Rs.3,24OOO/-the rate

'1
+

Rs. 4qoo0/-
Rs, 7
R9 15,008/-
Rs, L,L4,O9O|-

Rs. 13,7&O9O/-

30. We have noted earlier that the offending vehicle was

.>',)q
_"wned by the O.P. no. 1 and on the day of the accident it was

I,,;,"* rnsured with the O.P. no, 3 as is revealed from the Ext. 1' The

O('\ ,',^

Foo* 1\(9\) Ext. 1- Form 54 shows that the vehicle As-23BC 4957 (Star

bus) was driven by its driver- OP no. 2 having a valid driving

licence with validity up to 13.03.2021. Hence, the Opposite

party no. 3, the New India Assurance Co' Ltd., is liable to pay

,at"t"'

compensation to the claimants.

accordingly.

This issue is decided

Total compensation

29. In view of the above calculation total compensation of

Rs.73,7&090/- (Thirteen lakh eighteen thousand

ninety) onlyis awarded as just and reasonable compensation

in this case, Now the questlon is who is liable to pay the

compensation to the claimants.
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ORDER

31. In the result, the claim petition is allowed on contest and

an amount of Rs,73,7&O9O/- (Thirteen lakh eighteen

thousand ninety) only is awarded as compensation to the

Claimants. The Opposite Pafi No.3, The New India

Assurance Company is directed to pay the compensation of

Rs,73,78,090/- (Thifteen lakh eighteen thousand

ninety) only to the said claimants, along with interest at the

rate of 6 percent per annum from the date of filing of the

application under Section 166 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988,

till the date of payment. In the event of failure on the part of

the Opposite party no. 3 to comply with the order of payment

within 3 (three) months, the interest shall be calculated at the

rate of 7 percent per annum from the date of filing of the

application, Herein it is made clear that the amount awarded on

future prospect shall carry no interest.-l ,
^"\t^"- ()qV '' ,.-- ^\V)n ' , ' ^i.s$2. 

It appears from the record that claimant nos.2, 3 and 4
,{.'J .a.\.J /*"-".*i r namely Krishna Kumar Sah, Miss Simran Kumari and Sri Mayak

;(,-' . ^Eu'
.^,Fc- ar' Sah (sons and daughter of the deceased) are minors. It is\U' therefore provided that out of the total awarded amount, an

amount of Rs.1,00,000/- each be kept as fixed deposit in the

name of claimants no.2, 3 and 4 in any Nationalized Bank till

they attain majority. Further, let an amount of Rs.1,00,000/- be

kept as fixed deposit in the name of the claimant, Smti Reena

Devi (wife of the deceased) for a period of 3 years in any
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Nationalized Bank. That apart, let an amount of Rs.2,00,000/-

be paid to claimant no.5 Smti Mina Devi (mother of the

deceased). Rest of the amount be paid to claimant no.1 Smti

Reena Devi (wife of the deceased). In the facts and

circumstances of the case, the parties are left to bear their own

costs.

33. However, herein it is made clear that as the proceeding of

the case was delayed for considerable periods due to the

restrictions for Covid-19 pandemic from 08.04.2020 to

18.11.2020 and again from 30.04.2021 to tS.Og.ZO2t, the

claimants shall not be entitled to any interest for the aforesaid

periods. The case is disposed of accordingly. Furnish a copy of
judgment to each of the pafties immediately.

34. Given under my hand and seal of the court on this the

22nd day of Septembe r, 2022.

Dictated & corrected by me:

,kt1\\F v'-'
etnb 1r\brFa\\^
ntCIa$\gTins

, r r\O(

M.A.C,T.
1\nrguk\

1

,il-4^..lot-r..tst>
(o. aorb{f"|*l .uo*^

Member'^""" c\at$''

rv. a. c' t"q+"ht$ftb.i'" t-



Claimants Examined:
1. P.W.1

2, P.W,2
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Smti Reena Devi
Sri Punit Sah

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Claimants Exhibited:

Exhibit-1 Form No.54
Exhibit-2 & 2(1): Certified copy of FIR and Ejahar
Exhibit-3 : Certified copy of chargesheet
Exhibit-4(1) to 4(2): Ceftified copy of seizure tist
Exhibit-S : Certified copy of MVI Report
Exhibit-6 : Certified copy of sketch map of the P.O.

Exhibit-7 : Certified copy of postmortem report of
the deceased

Exhibit-8, 9 & 10 : Birth certificates of claimant No.2 to 4
Exhibit-11 : Voter ID card of the deceased
Exhibit-l2 : PAN card of Reena Devi

Exhibit-13 : Voter ID card of Mina Devi
Exhibit-14 : PAN card of Deep Narayan Sah

Exhibit-15 : Discharge certificate issued by Civil
Hospital, Tinsukia
Exhibit-16 : Death certificate of the deceased in two

sheets containing discharge summary
Exhibit-l7 : Discharge certificate of the deceased
with Rs,46,500/- as bill amount.
Exhibit-18 : Bill No.2742 dated 26.8.19 of Sanjivani

Hospital for Rs.6,000/-
Exhibit-19 : Bill No.88755 dated 27.8.2019 of Aditya

Diagnostic for Rs, 1450/-
Exhibit-2O : Bill No.A 0020638 of Anirudha Medical
dated 29.8.19 for Rs.4400/-
Exhibit-21 : Bill No.A 0020418 of Anirudha Medical
dated 28.8.19 for Rs.4817l-

4J
*"".0"11

15.

fG:
-raoo'^/
,"* 'tz.

t4.

18.

*\o\o1

19.

APPENDIX

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.



20.

2t.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28,

29.
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Exhibit-22 : Bill No.A 0020250 of Anirudha Medical

dated 27.8.19 for Rs.720l-

Exhibit-23 : Bill No.A 0020670 of Anirudha Medical

dated 30.8.19 for Rs.12390/-

Exhibit-24 : Bill No.A 0020670 of Anirudha Medical

dated 30.8.19 for Rs.9816.82

Exhibit-25 : Bill No.A 0020670 of Anirudha Medical

dated 30.8.19 for Rs.5009.30

Exhibit-26 : Bill No.A 0020670 of Anirudha Medical

dated 30.8.19 for Rs.2586.90

Exhibit-27 : Bill No.A 0020418 of Anirudha Medical

dated 28.8.19 for Rs.5700/-

Exhibit-28 : Bill No.19082711 dated 27.8.2019 of

Sanjivani Hospital for Rs.7860/-

Exhibit-29 : Bill No.A 0020409 of Anirudha Medical

dated 28.8.19 for Rs.400/-

Exhibit-30 : Bill No.A 0020533 of Anirudha Medical

dated 28.8.19 for Rs.440l-

Exhibit-31 : Bill No.4443 dated 27.8.19 of Sanjivani

Hospital for Rs'500/-

Exhibit-32 : Bill dated 30.08.2019 for Rs.5500/-

Ext.33(1) to 33(21) : 21 nos. of repoft and prescriptions

Ext.34 : Investigating Report of the investigator

of the O.P. No.3

None

Member, M.
afl!

30.

31.

32.

NIL

Tiusd*mo1\n

22.

Opposite parties examined:

Oooosite oarties exhibited:
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Date of accident 26.08.2019

Name of the deceased : SunilKr. Sah

Age of the deceased 3B years

Occupation of the deceased: Hawker

Income of the deceased: Rs.6,000/-

Namq age and retationship of legal representatives of

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

deceased:

.4all.frP
t"iembe(

ms lrlbt
6ot C\a\

Relation

deceased

with theAgeS.

No.

Wife36Reena Devi(i)

son10(ii) Krishna

Sah

Kumar

DaughterBSimran Kumari(iii)

Son6Mayak Sah(iv)

65Mina Devi(v)

Father
\rrotOI

Deep

Sah

Narayan(vi)
1\nsukia

su,vmn*v or cououffio, o*o*, oror*, ,*
DEATH CASES TO BE INCORPORATED IN THE AWARD

Mother

70
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7. Income of the

deceased (A)

Rs.6,000/- per month

8. Add-Future

Prospects (B)

Rs.3,24,000/-

s Less-Personal

expenses of the

deceased (C)

1/4th- Rs.18,000/-

10. Monthly loss of
dependency(D)

Rs.4,500/-

11. Rs.72,000

Rs.18.000=

Rs.54,000/-

(minus)

12. Multiplier (E) 15

1J, Total loss of dependency (D x 72 x
E=F)

Rs.54,000 x 15:
Rs.8,10,000/-

14. MedicalExpenses (G) Rs.1,14,090/-

15. Rs.4A000/-

16. Compensation for loss of estate (I) Rs.15,000/-

17. Compensation

expenses (J)

towards funeral Rs.15000/-

l'--' . |.r.
._",)qLv.---

;$.tl:,,,"P

t9

Computation of Compensation

S.No, Awarded by the Claims Tribunal

Annual loss of dependency (D x
12)

Compensation for loss of consortium

(H)

\$o\
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18. TOTAL COMPENSATION

(B+F+G+H+I+J=K)
Rs.13,18,090/-

19. RATE OF INTEREST AWARDED 6%o per annum

20. Interest amount up to the date of
award (L)

To be calculated

as per order

21. Total amount including interest

(K+L)

- To be calculated

22. Award amount released Rs.9,18,090/-

23. Award amount kept in FDRs Rs.4,00,000/-

24. Mode of disbursement of the award

amount to the claiman(s).

Rs.1,00,000/-each

till minors affaining

majority and

Rs.1,00,000/- for

three years of
claimant No.l.

Rs.2,00,000/- to the

claimant No.5 and

the rest amount to

the claimant No.1.

?q Next Date for compliance of the

award.

22.70.2022

"'iffifuqffiry'


